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• All displays descend originally from the ISS PTA User Experience Public menu.
• Displays selected from CRONUS (5 displays), ETHOS (9) and SPARTAN (9) console 
positions
• Only MDT Tabular and Plot displays selected with the exception of the CRONUS 
IAM display
– Items that are designated with “*” prior to their name were previously submitted for 
export for the SpaceOps 2010 Conference and are the current versions of those same 
displays
o DAA 20155 was submitted for that export request
2MCCS Displays Submitted for Export at SpaceCom 2016
*CRONUS -> Comm Sentry
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*CRONUS -> Displays -> C&T MSKS -> S-Band 1 
Overview
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*CRONUS -> Displays -> C&T MSKS -> S-Band 2 
Overview
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*CRONUS -> Displays -> MDT Plots -> CRONUS
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*CRONUS -> IAM
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*ETHOS-> MDT PLOTS-> Overview-> Overview
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*ETHOS-> MDT PLOTS-> Overview-> EVA & Transfer
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*ETHOS-> MDT Table-> Modules-> Lab
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*ETHOS-> MDT Table-> Modules-> Node1
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*ETHOS-> MDT Table-> Modules-> Node 2
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*ETHOS-> MDT Table-> Modules-> Node 3
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*ETHOS-> MDT Table-> Modules-> Airlock
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*ETHOS-> MDT PLOTS-> Regen/AR -> WPA
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ETHOS-> MDT PLOTS-> OVERVIEW -> CO2 Predicts
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*SPARTAN -> MDTs-> Overview Displays-> SPARTAN Overview
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*SPARTAN-> MDTs-> PRO Displays-> Primary Overview
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*SPARTAN-> MDTs-> Overview Displays-> MBSU
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*SPARTAN-> MDTs-> Module Displays-> Lab-> Lab Overview
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*SPARTAN-> PLOTs-> SPARTAN-> Modules-> EPS Overview
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*SPARTAN-> PLOTs-> SPARTAN-> Modules
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SPARTAN-> MDTs-> Module Displays-> PMM Overview
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SPARTAN-> MDTs-> Overview Displays-> Primary EPS 
Graphicals-> 1A_1B
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SPARTAN-> MDTs-> Overview Displays-> SARJ-> Overview
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